
Production Guidelines 1.0
Firstly: ‘working the doppler shift’ isn’t supposed to be a title or a brand, but something 
you do as a contributor, you work the doppler shift for a bit, then you stop, and someone 
else does a bit. Several people may be working the doppler shift simultaneously. We are 
trying to get as far away as possible from careers and all that stuff while still trying to build 
something interesting. 

General editorial rules: We only say nice things about what we review, unless it is a 
really dishonest bit of culture. This was advice Charles Shaar Murray gave to me on one of 
the two occasions I interviewed him in the 1990s. It still holds. The world of radical sound 
and culture is too small to get into nasty vindictive reviewing practices, if you or we think 
something is weak or poor, or if it irritates us, then we simply don’t cover it. If an album or 
single is only pressed in a run of 500, it doesn’t need help to die, but we do need to give the 
really great independent music we love every chance to live, thrive, and grow. However, if 
something is genuinely dishonest, or politically the enemy, we may make exceptions. But 
this is the general rule of thumb. 

Banned words and phrases: iconic; seminal; pushing the envelope; we don’t need to 
list them all, just avoid empty cliches. 

Appearance: We will never reproduce album covers or photos of bands from A&R people, 
only occasionally original images or artworks which have been carefully considered. The 
internet provides a million scans of the cover of that Real Estate album in a nanosecond, 
it is not our role to create more copies, but it is our role to write about these things in ways 
that others are not doing. 

The site will be black and white. I may introduce a single colour later, but maybe not even. 
The internet is a pizza, staying mono is a way of clearing some space for our heads. 

Nobody working the doppler shift claims that any of these things are radical or avant-
garde, they are just good, workable approaches. 


